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HELLO!
I’m Aldo Frashëri
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▸ 2012 – Informatic Engineering Diploma

▸ 2004 – Founded my own ISP

▸ 2019 – MTCNA, MTCRE, MTCWE

▸ Experience in small to mid size wired and 
wireless networks, FTTH installations 
(GPON, EPON etc.



OmniTIK5

3G TIM Usb Key

SIEMENS PLC
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Projects

MOBILE VPN
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▸ 2015 - Container 
Terminal Installation



“

”

Industrial environments have 
specific requirements for the 
equipment to be used and its 
reliability.



1.
Customer needs
What was requested
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Specific needs

The client is a company that has:

▸ Field container storage and movement

▸ A covered warehouse

▸ Chrome field storage
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Specific needs

▸ Surveillance System for all areas

▸ Wireless Coverage for Employees

▸ Phone Communication between different 
points (work undergoing)

▸ Fire Alarm system for the covered 
warehouse
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108,000 m2
Area to be covered
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Specific needs

▸ Containers, 35000 m2

▸ A covered warehouse, 3000 m2

▸ Chrome storage fields,  47000 and 

23000 m2
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“

”

All of this without WIRES!! 



2.
Equipment
Wireless APs, Switches, Routers, etc
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Wireless

MikroTik equipment:

▸ SXTsq Lite5

▸ mANTBox 15s 

▸ mANTBox 15s for handheld 
terminals

▸ 60GHZ Link

▸ CRS112-8P-4S-IN

▸ CRS328-24P-4S+RM

▸ RB4011iGS+RM

Equipment
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Cables and Power

▸ Industrial Outdoor CAT5e

▸ Industrial UPS

Surveillance

▸ HikVision 5MP IP Cameras

▸ Network NVR

Fire Alarm

▸ Siemens Fire Alarm
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Main Rack

▸ CRS328-24P-4S+RM

▸ RB4011iGS+RM

▸ UPS

Equipment, Main Rack
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ARM 32bit, 1.4GHZ 4 Core, 1GB Ram, 512MB NAND, 
10 Gigabit Ethernet, 1 SFP+

24PoE Gigabit, 4SFP+



Equipment, Main Rack
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Main Tower

▸ Wireless Wire Dish 60GHZ

▸ mANTBox 15s  = Total 3

Equipment, Main Tower
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2 Gb/s aggregate link up to 1500m+

5GHz 120 degree 15dBi dual polarization sector 
Integrated antenna with 720Mhz CPU, 128MB RAM, SFP



Towers, in total 17

▸ SXTsq Lite5, 17pcs

▸ mANTBox 15s, 17pcs

▸ CRS112-8P-4S-IN, 17pcs

▸ 2-4 IP Cameras for each 
tower

Equipment, towers
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8PoE Gigabit, 4SFP

Low-cost small-size 16dBi 5GHz dual chain 
integrated CPE/Backbone



Equipment, Warehouse
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Warehouse

▸ Wireless Wire Dish 60GHZ, 1pc

▸ mANTBox 15s,  4pcs

▸ CRS328-24P-4S+RM, 1pc

▸ 8 IP Cameras



3.
Configuration
Putting all together
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Configuration
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▸ The network was configured in Bridge mode so 

all the cameras could connect to the NVR in the 

main offices

▸ Sector Antennas for Staff connectivity were 

added to a CAPsMAN configured in the 

RB4011



Configuration, Very important first steps
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▸ Upgrade all devices to latest RouterOS version

▸ Input Identity to them

▸ Create another user with admin rights and 

delete the default admin user

▸ Disable all un-needed services in IP -> Services



Configuration, APs in main Offices
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▸ A bridge will be created that will have as ports wlan1 and 
ether1

▸ AP configuration in wireless with SSID and security profile

/interface bridge add name=bridgeMAIN

/ip address add address=192.168.1.101/24 interface=bridgeMAIN

/interface bridge port add interface=ether1 bridge=bridgeMAIN

/interface bridge port add interface=wlan1 bridge=bridgeMAIN

/interface wireless set ssid=AP_Zone01 wlan1 mode=ap-bridge

/interface wireless enable wlan1

/interface wireless security-profiles set default authentication-types=wpa2-psk 

wpa2-pre-shared-key=xxxxxxxx mode=dynamic-keys



Configuration, PtMP clients in the towers
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▸ The only differences are in red color

/interface bridge add name=bridgeMAIN

/ip address add address=192.168.1.xx/24 interface=bridgeMAIN

/interface bridge port add interface=ether1 bridge=bridgeMAIN

/interface bridge port add interface=wlan1 bridge=bridgeMAIN

/interface wireless set ssid=AP_Zone01 wlan1 mode=station-bridge

/interface wireless set wlan1 radio-name=xxxxxxx

/interface wireless enable wlan1

/interface wireless security-profiles set default authentication-types=wpa2-psk 

wpa2-pre-shared-key=xxxxxxxx mode=dynamic-keys



Configuration, PtMP clients in the towers
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Configuration, APs in main Offices
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▸ Clients connected to the first AP



Configuration, APs in main Offices
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▸ Clients connected to the second AP, etc



Configuration, APs in the towers
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▸ The access points in the towers are connected via the 
switches with the SXT connecting to the main offices AP so 
we need to just enable CAP configuration on them

/interface wireless cap set discovery-interfaces=ether1

/interface wireless cap set interfaces=wlan1           

/interface wireless cap set enabled=yes



Configuration, RB4011 main router
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▸ One bridge for ethernet connected network

▸ One bridge called bridgeWirelessClients for CAPsMAN 

wireless clients

▸ Add IP for both bridges

▸ (optional) Add dhcp-server for both bridges

▸ Configure CAPsMAN in it (next slide)

On the main core router we create:



Configuration, RB4011 main router
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▸ CAPsMAN config

/caps-man datapath

add bridge=bridgeWirelessClients client-to-client-forwarding=no name=datapath1

/caps-man security

add authentication-types=wpa-psk,wpa2-psk encryption=aes-ccm name=security1 

passphrase=xxxxxxxx

/caps-man configuration

add datapath=datapath1 mode=ap name=cfg1 security=security1 ssid=ContainerField

/caps-man manager

set enabled=yes

/caps-man provisioning

add action=create-enabled master-configuration=cfg1 name-format=identity



CAPsMAN
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Configuration, other equipment
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▸ Wireless Wire Dish 60GHZ comes by default with bridge 
configuration, so we don’t have really anything to do there, 
except creating username/pass for secure login, upgrade, etc

▸ All IP cameras and NVR are vendor specific operations to put 
them in the same subnet so the NVR can get video signal 
from the cameras

▸ Fire Alarm equipment also gets configured to connect via the 
network for remote notification alarms



Equipment
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▸ Other equipment, that includes: cables, UPS, boxes to mount 
equipment in the towers, and even bolts and screws, should 
be industrial grade and as much resistant to the harsh 
environments as possible.



Monitoring
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▸ Because of the production critical nature of the setup, it is 
always advised to put up a monitoring server for the 
equipment



Monitoring
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▸ Voltage, Board and CPU Temperature

▸ Wireless Registered Clients



4.
Conclusion
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Conclusion
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▸ MikroTik equipment has proven itself as the right choice for 
industrial installations

▸ When in production critical and harsh environment, carefull 
selection of equipment must be done

▸ Monitoring is a must
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That is all.
Thanks for your attention!
Any question?

aldo.frasheri@gmail.com


